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ABSTRACT
We analyse flows around a rotating black hole and obtain self-consistent accretion-
ejection solutions in full general relativistic prescription. Entire energy-angular mo-
mentum parameter space is investigated in the advective regime to obtain shocked and
shock-free accretion solutions. Jet equations of motion are solved along the von-Zeipel
surfaces computed from the post-shock disc, simultaneously with the equations of ac-
cretion disc along the equatorial plane. For a given spin parameter, the mass outflow
rate increases as the shock moves closer to the black hole, but eventually decreases,
maximizing at some intermediate value of shock location. Interestingly, we obtain all
types of possible jet solutions, for example, steady shock solution with multiple crit-
ical points, bound solution with two critical points and smooth solution with single
critical point. Multiple critical points may exist in jet solution for spin parameter
as > 0.5. The jet terminal speed generally increases if the accretion shock forms closer
to the horizon and is higher for corotating black hole than the counter-rotating and the
non-rotating one. Quantitatively speaking, shocks in jet may form for spin parameter
as > 0.6 and jet shocks range between 6rg and 130rg above the equatorial plane, while
the jet terminal speed vj∞ > 0.35c if Bernoulli parameter E > 1.01 for as > 0.99.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs - black hole physics - hydrodynamics - shock
waves- galaxies: jets.
1 INTRODUCTION
Accretion powers many astrophysical objects, like active
galactic nuclei (AGNs) and microquasars. Extreme lumi-
nosities of AGNs (L ∼ 1042−48 erg s−1) and micro quasars
(L ∼ 1036−39erg s−1) are thought to arise due to accretion
⋆ E-mail: kumar@xmu.edu.cn (RK); indra@aries.res.in (IC)
of matter and energy on to compact objects like black holes
(BHs). AGNs are supposed to harbour supermassive BHs
(∼ 106−9M⊙, where M⊙ is the solar mass) and microquasars
are supposed to harbour stellar mass BHs (∼ 10M⊙). In ad-
dition, jets or transonic, relativistic, collimated outflows are
quite common and are associated with most of these objects
(Mirabel et. al. 1992; Mirabel & Rodriguez 1994; Ferrari
c© 0000 The Authors
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1998; Junor et. al. 1999; Doeleman et. al. 2012). Since BHs
do not have atmosphere so jets have to originate from the
accreting matter. Although the exact mechanism by which
these jets are launched is still a topic of active research, some
salient properties of jets have been established from obser-
vations. Junor et. al. (1999) observed that the jet from AGN
M87 has to originate from a region < 100rs (rs is the radius
of non-rotating BH or Schwarzschild radius), while later in-
terpretation of observational data reduced the estimate of
the jet base even further (Doeleman et. al. 2012). Such di-
rect estimate of the jet base is yet to be obtained for micro-
quasars. However, since the time-scales of microquasars and
AGNs can be scaled by the central mass, so one can conclude
that the basic physics of AGNs and microquasars are quite
similar (McHardy et al. 2006). Moreover, similarities of jet-
disc connection were observed in AGNs and microquasars
(Marscher et. al. 2002). This indicates that the jet base for
microquasars should also be quite close to the central BH,
as was observed for AGN.
Microquasars undergo a regular luminosity and spectral
state changes within a time-scale of few months. There are
two canonical spectral states: the low-hard state or LHS —
low luminosity but radiative power maximizes in the high-
energy power law part; and high-soft state or HSS — lumi-
nous and power maximizes in the low-energy thermal part of
the spectra. It has been observed that many microquasars in
outburst states make transition from LHS to HSS through a
series of intermediate states, and this cycle repeats in some
sort of hysteresis. In the hardness-intensity space this curve
looks loosely like a ‘Q’ (Fender et. al. 2004). The most in-
teresting aspect of this property of microquasars is that the
jet observed also varies with this cycle (Gallo et. al. 2003).
During HSS there is no jet, while weak quasi-steady jets
start to form in LHS. As the microquasar moves to interme-
diate hard states, the jet strength increases (Rushton et. al.
2010). And finally very strong jets are ejected while the mi-
croquasar makes a transition from hard intermediate to soft
intermediate states. Eventually, the microquasar enters into
HSS, which is luminous but jet is not detected. The im-
portant point these observations have established is that
the jet states are deeply linked with the accretion states,
i. e., accretion discs are responsible for the jet generation.
And by virtue of the similarity between AGNs and micro-
quasars (McHardy et al. 2006), one can conclude that even
for AGNs, the accretion disc is responsible for launching the
jet.
It was understood quite early that the accreting mat-
ter needs to be rotating because radial accretion would be
‘too fast’ and would not have the time to generate such high
luminosities. The first viable accretion disc model was pro-
posed by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973), where the disc mate-
rial possess Keplerian angular momentum, negligible advec-
tion and are optically thick, which quickly radiates the dissi-
pated viscous energy into radiation.The extension to general
relativity was done in the same year by Novikov & Thorne
(1973). Inspite of the obvious theoretical shortcomings such
as the simplistic manner with which the inner edge of the
disc or the pressure term was handled, even then, the Keple-
rian disc could still explain the thermal, modified blackbody
part of the spectra. Therefore, one may conclude that the
HSS is a state dominated by Keplerian disc. The power-
law part of the spectra is not generated by Keplerian disc,
and search for the component of the disc that generates the
hard power-law tail in the spectra launched many compet-
ing accretion disc models. Among various disc models, thick
disc (Paczyn´ski & Wiita 1980) and advection-dominated ac-
cretion flows (Narayan & Yi 1994; Narayan et al. 1997) are
notable. Both Keplerian disc and thick disc models are ro-
tation dominated with negligible advection and therefore
wholly subsonic. Advection-dominated accretion flows do
not suffer from such limitations, but the boundary con-
ditions were such that the solution is generally subsonic,
and becomes transonic only close to the horizon. Simul-
taneous to this development, investigations in the advec-
tive regime showed some interesting aspects, like multi-
ple sonic points (Liang & Thompson 1980), as well as ex-
istence of steady shocks (Fukue 1987; Chakrabarti 1989).
Infact, Lu et al. (1999) showed that advection-dominated
flows are indeed a subset of general advective accretion
solutions. Moreover, it was clear from numerical simula-
tions that post-shock disc (PSD), due to extra thermal
energy gained by shock dissipation can deflect a fraction
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of accreting matter along the rotation axis of the disc
to produce precursor of jets (Molteni et al. 1994, 1996a,b;
Lanzafame et al. 1998; Das et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2016).
Semi-analytical versions of these studies have been extended
into the dissipative regime for flows described by fixed Γ (=
cp/cv adiabatic index) equation of state (EoS; Becker et al.
2008; Kumar & Chattopadhyay 2013; Kumar et al. 2014;
Aktar et al. 2015), as well as variable Γ EoS (Kumar et al.
2013; Kumar & Chattopadhyay 2014). Since shock in accre-
tion is formed close to the central object (rsh <∼ few×10rs)
and PSD is the base of the jet, therefore, shocked advective
discs satisfy one observational criterion, i. e., the entire ac-
cretion discs do not generate jet, only the inner region forms
jet.
Existence of the dominant power-law photons in the
LHS and intermediate states necessitates existence of a
Comptonizing corona in addition to the Keplerian com-
ponent of the disc (Sunyaev & Titarchuk 1980). Most of
the modern accretion disc models differ in the source
and location of this corona. For advective shocked disc,
the PSD is the Comptonizing corona. In a model solu-
tion Chakrabarti & Titarchuk (1995) considered a disc com-
posed of Keplerian matter in the equatorial plane and sub-
Keplerian matter flanking it from the top and bottom. The
sub-Keplerian matter suffers shock, puffs in the form of a
torus (PSD) and the extra heat evaporates the Keplerian
disc. Various spectral states are easily explained using this
hybrid disc model. If the Keplerian accretion rate increases,
the resulting extra soft photons cool down the PSD giving
rise to the HSS, and if the sub-Keplerian accretion rate is
higher, it supplies hotter electrons that result in dominant
inverse Comptonized power-law photons as in LHS. All in-
termediate combinations of the two accretion rates give rise
to other intermediate states. This was later confirmed via
numerical simulation (Giri & Chakrabarti 2013). Infact it
was shown that the shock in an advective accretion disc
shifts towards the BH if viscosity is increased, for a disc of
same outer boundary condition (Kumar & Chattopadhyay
2013, 2014; Kumar et al. 2014). As the shock forms closer to
the BH, it becomes stronger, producing faster jets. When ra-
diative moments were computed from the disc and dumped
on to the thermally driven jet, Kumar et al. (2014) showed
that as the advective accretion disc moves from LHS to in-
termediate states, the mildly relativistic jet becomes much
stronger, as was reported in observations (Rushton et. al.
2010).
Although the advective disc solutions contain features
that automatically explain some of the broad obser-
vational features (compact corona, compact jet base,
spectral state changes), still most of the works were done
in the pseudo-Newtonian regime (Paczyn´ski & Wiita
1980; Artemova et. al. 1996; Mukhopadhyay 2003;
Chakrabarti & Mondal 2006). Full general relativistic
treatment were few and far between (Liang & Thompson
1980; Lu 1985; Fukue 1987; Chakrabarti 1996;
Peitz & Appl 1997; Fukumura & Tsuruta 2004;
Nagakura & Yamada 2008; Chattopadhyay & Chakrabarti
2011; Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016). Moreover, although
in some of these papers Kerr metric was used, the issue
of jet generation was not addressed (with the exception
of Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016, but in Schwarzschild
metric). The more favoured model for jet generation in the
community is magnetically driven jets (Blandford & Payne
1982; Camezind 1986; Fendt & Greiner 2001). These
relativistic magnetohydrodynamic solutions were not
self-consistently generated from the accretion disc. There
are also models that depend on the extraction of the
rotational energy of the BH to power jets (Penrose 1969;
Blandford & Znajek 1977). Incidentally, the role of BH
spin in powering jets has been claimed to be confirmed
(Narayan & McClintock 2012), as well as been refuted
(Fender et al. 2010; Russel et. al. 2013). In this paper, we
would like to obtain accretion disc solutions that generate
bipolar jets around Kerr BHs and investigate the role of spin
in influencing the jet solution. These results will be valid
if the flow is weakly magnetized or if the magnetic field of
disc is stochastic in nature. Since theoretical investigation
on jet generation from advective disc around Kerr BH is
almost non-existent, therefore, it remains an unattempted
question. It may be noted that Fukumura & Kazanas
(2007) studied jet generation from advective disc around
Kerr BH, but the generation mechanism used was particle
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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acceleration at the accretion shock. Commendable as the
work may be, however, the authors concentrated their
efforts only in estimating the mass-loss and the jet solution
was not followed up to any reasonable distance from the
disc: moreover, a fixed Γ EoS was also used and hence our
approach is quite different. One must mention that efforts
have been made in estimating mass-loss from advective disc
recently with pseudo-Kerr potential (Aktar et al. 2015).
However, since the jet geometry in pseudo-Newtonian
potential regime depends weakly on the BH spin, therefore,
one should check the issue of jet generation in full general
relativity, to ascertain the role of spin in influencing jet
solution.
In this paper, we study advective accretion flow around
spinning BH. Although our aim is to study self-consistently
launched jets, we present a separate study of only the accre-
tion process, before presenting the simultaneous accretion-
ejection solution. The jets originate from shocked advec-
tive discs. The jet geometry is computed from the von
Zeipel surfaces (VZS; Abramowicz 1971; Chakrabarti 1985)
that we employed previously for jets from accretion discs
around Schwarzschild BH (Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016).
We study the effect of BH spin on the possibility of jet
generation, as well as how the jet terminal speed is af-
fected by the spin. One interesting thing we noticed from
earlier accretion-ejection studies is that the steady, ther-
mally driven jets obtained in pseudo-Newtonian regime are
weak (Kumar & Chattopadhyay 2013; Kumar et al. 2013),
but become stronger if they are powered by radiation
(Kumar et al. 2014) or by shock oscillation (Lee et al. 2016).
However, the thermally driven jet is itself stronger in
the general relativistic domain compared to the Newto-
nian regime (Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016). Therefore, we
would like to investigate whether the jet strength increases
with BH spin. The jet geometry around a spinning BH
is decidedly non-spherical. Is it possible to find shocks in
jets mediated by the non-spherical cross-section? Interest-
ingly, for jets around Schwarzschild BH no such shock in
jets were obtained (Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016). There
are some suggestions that the soft gamma-ray tails in X-ray
binaries are due to the presence of shock-accelerated elec-
trons in the jet, where the shock is situated close to the BH
(Laurent et. al. 2011). If steady shocks in jet are found to
occur close to the BH, then it may support the conclusions of
Laurent et. al. (2011). We would like to explore these ques-
tions in details. The novelty of this paper lies in the fact that
this is probably the first effort to investigate all possible jet
solutions, including those having multiple sonic points and
shocks, where the jets are computed self-consistently from
accretion discs. Moreover, the fluid in accretion-jet system is
assumed to be fully ionized electron-proton fluid, described
by a relativistic EoS.
In the next section, we present simplifying assumptions
and the governing equations. In Section 3, we outline the
solution procedure. In Section 4, we present the results, and
in Section 5, we draw concluding remarks.
2 MODEL EQUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The estimated temperature of accreting matter is very high:
therefore the disc-jet system is likely to be a fully ionized
plasma. Additionally, we assume the accretion disc-jet sys-
tem to be axisymmetric. The accretion disc is assumed to be
in hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction and its
advection time-scale is assumed to be shorter than the vis-
cous time-scales. Equations of motion of both the accretion
disc and the jet are similar in form, i.e., the conservation of
four-divergence of the respective energy-momentum tensors
and the four-mass fluxes. However, the flow geometries of the
jet and accretion disc are quite different, so the equations of
motion of these two entities are presented separately.
We choose geometrical units G = MBH = c = 1, where
G,MBH and c are universal gravitational constant, mass of
the black hole and speed of the light. Therefore, units of
length, speed, angular momentum, energy, time and mass
are GMBH/c
2, c, GMBH/c,MBHc
2, GMBH/c
3 and MBH, re-
spectively.
2.1 The fluid, its EoS and the background metric
The energy-momentum tensor of the fully ionized fluid under
the present set of assumptions is given by
T µν = (e+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (1)
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where e, p and uµ are the local energy density, local gas
pressure and four-velocities, respectively. Here, gµν are met-
ric components and indices µ, ν are (0, 1, 2, 3). The govern-
ing equations of the relativistic fluids are energy-momentum
conservation and in absence of particle creation, mass-flux
conservation given by
T µν;ν = 0, (ρu
ν);ν = 0, (2)
where ρ is the mass density of the flow. The ith component
of the relativistic Euler equation is obtained by projecting
T µν;ν = 0, with the help of projection tensor h
i
µ = δ
i
µ + uµu
i,
i. e. hiµT
µν
;ν = 0, or,
[(e+ p)uνui;ν + (g
iν + uiuν)p,ν ] = 0, (3)
The energy balance equation or entropy equation or the first
law of thermodynamics is uµT
µν
;ν = 0, or[(
e+ p
ρ
)
ρ,µ − e,µ
]
= 0. (4)
A rotating BH is characterized by mass MBH and spin
parameter as (= J/MBH), where J is angular momentum of
the BH, since in the present unit systemMBH = 1: therefore,
the analysis presented in this paper is applicable from stellar
mass to supermassive BHs. The disc-jet system is composed
of test fluid that flows in the background metric of a spinning
BH, and is described by Kerr metric and in terms of Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates it is given by
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν
= gttdt
2 + 2gtφdtdφ+ grrdr
2 + gθθdθ
2 + gφφdφ
2. (5)
Here, xµ = (x0, x1, x2, x3) ≡ (t, r, θ, φ) and gtt = −(1 −
2r/Σ), gtφ = −2asrsin2θ/Σ, grr = Σ/∆, gφφ =
(A/Σ)sin2θ, gθθ = Σ are the metric components, where,
as is the spin parameter. Here, A = (r
2 + a2s)
2 −∆a2ssin2θ,
Σ = r2 + a2scos
2θ and ∆ = r2 − 2r + a2s. In the unit sys-
tem used, the four-velocity components satisfy uµu
µ = −1.
It is clear that for as = 0, the Kerr metric reduces to the
Schwarzschild metric. In the other extreme, as ∼ 1 gives ex-
treme Kerr BHs. If the flow and the spinning BH are in the
same direction, then it is a prograde flow, i. e. 1 > as > 0
and if they are opposite, then the flow is retrograde or
−1 6 as < 0.
The equations of motion (equation 2) are a set of five
independent equations but have six variables. The fluid fol-
lows a relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, which
when integrated in the momentum space produces an ex-
act relation between e, p and ρ and is called the exact
relativistic EoS of the flow (Chandrasekhar 1939; Synge
1957; Cox & Giuli 1968). Ryu et al. (2006); Chattopadhyay
(2008) and Chattopadhyay & Ryu (2009) proposed an ap-
proximate EoS that is very accurate but much simpler com-
pared to the exact EoS. The fluid contains electrons, protons
and positrons of different proportions, such that the fluid is
wholly neutral (total charge is zero) and the EoS is given by
e = nemec
2f =
ρ
τ
f, (6)
where, ρ(= ρeτ = nemeτ ) is the total mass density (see de-
tails in Chattopadhyay 2008; Chattopadhyay & Ryu 2009),
τ = [2− ξ(1− 1/χ)] and
f = (2− ξ)
[
1 + Θ
(
9Θ + 3
3Θ + 2
)]
+ ξ
[
1
χ
+Θ
(
9Θ + 3/χ
3Θ + 2/χ
)]
.
(7)
Here, ξ = np/ne is the composition parameter, Θ =
(kT )/(mec
2) is the dimensionless temperature of the fluid
and χ = me/mp is the mass ratio, i. e. ratio between the elec-
tron mass and the proton mass. Here, np and ne are the pro-
ton number density and the electron number density, respec-
tively. The equivalence of the different forms of exact rela-
tivistic EoS (Chandrasekhar 1939; Synge 1957; Cox & Giuli
1968) and its comparison with the Chattopadhyay−Ryu
approximate EoS show a very close agreement Vyas et al.
(2015). In the relativistic case, polytropic index (N), the
adiabatic index (Γ) and sound speed (a) are defined as,
N =
1
2
df
dΘ
; Γ = 1+
1
N
and a2 =
Γp
e+ p
=
2ΓΘ
f + 2Θ
. (8)
In this paper, we have investigated only the electron−proton
case i.e., e− p or ξ = 1.0. In the following, we present the
equations of motion of the accretion disc and the jet sepa-
rately.
2.2 Accretion Equations of motion
The accretion disc occupies the space around the equatorial
plane of the BH. The equations of motion for the accretion
disc are written on the equatorial plane (i.e., θ → pi/2).
The motion along the transverse direction is negligible i.e.,
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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uθ = 0. The flow variables are considered on the equato-
rial plane and assumed to remain constant along the trans-
verse direction (i. e., ∂/∂θ = 0) while axisymmetry renders
∂/∂φ = 0.
The radial component of momentum balance equation
(3), is
ur
dur
dr
+
1
2
grrgtt,rg
tt +
1
2
urur
[
gttgtt,r + g
rrgrr,r
]−
1
2
grrgtt,rg
tφutuφ +
1
2
grruφuφ
[
gφφg
ttgtt,r − gφφ,r
]
+
1
2
grrutuφ
[
gtφg
ttgtt,r − 2gtφ,r
]
+
(grr + urur)
e+ p
dp
dr
= 0. (9)
The integrated form of the azimuthal component (hφµT
µν
;ν =
0) of energy-momentum conservation of equation (2) is
L = huφ = constant = hl; h =
e+ p
ρ
=
f + 2Θ
τ
, (10)
where h is the specific enthalpy, L is the bulk angular mo-
mentum of the flow per unit mass, while the definition of
specific angular momentum is λ = −uφ/ut. The covariant φ
component of the four-velocity is also represented as l = uφ.
One may also obtain equation (10) with the aid of an az-
imuthal Killing vector ζµφ = (0, 0, 0, 1). The θ component
of momentum balance equation (3) can be integrated as-
suming hydrostatic equilibrium around the equatorial plane
(i.e. θ ≈ pi/2) to obtain local disc half-height expression
(Riffert & Herold 1995; Peitz & Appl 1997),
H = rHθ =
(
pr3
ρF
)1/2
, (11)
where F = γ2φ[(r2 + a2s)2 + 2∆a2s][(r2 + a2s)2 − 2∆a2s]−1. In-
tegrating conservation of mass flux in equation (2), we ob-
tain the expression of accretion rate,
M˙ =
∫
r2ρurdθdφ = 4pir2Hθρu
r = 4piρHurr. (12)
If one integrates equation (4), we obtain the adiabatic EoS
for relativistic multispecies adiabatic flow with the help of
EoS (equation 6) as (Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2013, 2016;
Kumar et al. 2013)
ρ = Kek3Θ3/2(3Θ + 2)k1(3Θ + 2/χ)k2 , (13)
where K is the entropy constant and k1 = 3(2 − ξ)/4, k2 =
3ξ/4, k3 = (f − τ )/(2Θ). This relativistic equation is anal-
ogous to non-relativistic polytropic EoS, p = KρΓ. Using
equation (13) in equation (12), we get entropy-accretion
rate,
M˙ = M˙
4piK = u
rHrek3Θ3/2(3Θ + 2)k1(3Θ + 2/χ)k2 , (14)
M˙ is a constant for adiabatic flow.
Since ∂gµν/∂t = 0, so one may obtain a constant of
motion with the help of a time−like Killing vector ζµt =
(1, 0, 0, 0) in the equation of motion we have
(ζµt T
ν
µ );ν =
1√−g
(√−gT rt ),r = 0.
This equation when integrated give us the negative of the
energy flux,
4piHθr
2 [(e+ p)urut] = −E˙. (15)
The relativistic Bernoulli equation is obtained by combining
equations (12) and (15),
E = E˙
M˙
= −hut = constant, (16)
Here, ut =
√
1/(1− ωφλ)αγ, where γ = γvγφ is the total
bulk Lorentz factor, γφ = 1/
√
1−Ωλ is the bulk azimuthal
Lorentz factor and γv = 1/
√
1− v2 is the bulk radial Lorentz
factor. Moreover, α2 = (r2∆)/A and ωφ = −gtφ/gφφ. The
angular velocity is Ω = uφ/ut.
We simplify equation (9) with the help of equations (4),
(11, (12 and (6) and get derivative of bulk velocity,
dv
dr
=
N
D , (17)
where
N = 2Na2{(2N + 1)∆}−1 (1− a2s/r)− A(r4∆)−1
− Aγ2φ(r2∆)−1(1− wφλ)Ω
2
α2
[
A
r4
− α2
(
r − a
2
s
r2
)]
+ γ2φ(1− wφλ) Ω
α2
2as
r2∆
[
A
r3
+∆
]
+
2asλ
r3∆
γ2φ
+
Na2
(2N + 1)
[
5
r
− 1F
dF
dr
]
and
D = γ
2
v
v
[
v2 − 2Na
2
(2N + 1)
]
.
And from equations (4), we get derivative of dimension-
less temperature,
dΘ
dr
= − 2Θ
(2N + 1)
[
1
∆
(
1− a
2
s
r
)
+
γ2v
v
dv
dr
+
5
2r
− 1
2F
dF
dr
]
,
(18)
where 1
F
dF
dr
=
λγ2φ
(A−2asrλ)
[
2(λ − as)− Ω(A′ − 2A/r + 2asλ)
]
+
A
′
+3∆
′
a2s
A+3∆a2s
− A
′
A
, A
′
= 4r3 + 2ra2s + 2a
2
s and ∆
′
= 2(r − 1).
2.2.1 Accretion critical points
BH accretion is necessarily transonic because the inner
boundary condition is always supersonic. At r → rc the
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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critical point, dv/dr → 0/0, which gives the critical point
conditions,
N = 0 =⇒ v2c =
Ac
r4c∆c
+Nu
1
∆c
(1− a2s
rc
) + 5
2rc
− 1
2Fc
dFc
dr
, (19)
Nu =
Acγ
2
φc
r2c∆c
(1− wφcλ)Ω
2
c
α2c
[
Ac
r4c
− α2c(rc − a
2
s
r2c
)
]
−
γ2φc(1− wφcλ)Ωcα2c
2as
r2c∆c
[
Ac
r3c
+∆c
]
− 2asλ
r3c∆c
γ2φc
and
D = 0 =⇒ v2c = 2Nca
2
c
2Nc + 1
, (20)
where subscript ‘c’ denotes a flow variable at critical point.
The gradient of velocity at rc is obtained by L’Hoˆpital’s
rule. Relativistic Bernoulli parameter (equation 16) at crit-
ical point is written as
E = −hut = −hcutc = hcαc
√
1/(1− wφcλ)√
(1− v2c )(1− Ωcλ)
, (21)
Solving equations (19)−(21) together, we find that for a
given set of parameters (E , λ, ξ and as), flow may have
single or two to three critical points. In case there are three
critical points, then the inner (rci) and outer (rco) critical
points are of saddle type (or X−type) and middle (rcm) is
of the centre type (O−type). Therefore, the accretion solu-
tions, which come from infinity, on to the BH horizon, can
pass only through rci or rco or both critical points when
shock transition occurs (Fukue 1987).
2.3 Equations of motion for jets
Although the general form of jet equations of motion is the
same as that of the accretion disc (equation 2), the flow
geometry is entirely different. The accretion disc occupies
the space around the equatorial plane (θ = pi/2), but the
jet flows about the axis of symmetry. Therefore, none of
the three-velocity components of the jet are negligible. If we
define the coordinate velocities and respective momentum
per inertial mass as (Chakrabarti 1985)
ϑij =
uij
utj
and ϑij = −uij
utj
, (22)
where indices i = (r, θ, φ) and subscript ‘j’ represents the
quantities for the jet flow. The azimuthal three−velocity of
the jet v2φ = ϑφjϑ
φ
j will be orthogonal to the stream line, and
the advection three−velocity v2p = ϑrjϑrj+ϑθjϑθj will be along
the streamline. Here, the jet angular velocity and specific
angular momentum are defined as Ωj = ϑ
φ
j and λj = ϑφj, re-
spectively. Above the equatorial plane the constant angular
momentum surface is the VZS, which are also the surfaces
of constant entropy. VZS is characterized by von Zeipel pa-
rameter given by Kozlowski et. al. (1978) and Chakrabarti
(1985),
Z2φ =
ϑφj
ϑφj
=
[
Aj − 2asrjλj
∆j − a2ssin2θj + 2asrjsin2θj/λj
]
sin2θj ,
(23)
where Aj, as, and ∆j are the properties of the metric (see
equation 5), applied to the jet. Chakrabarti (1985) showed
that in order to obtain the streamline, the following relation
should hold,
ϑφj = cφZ
nc
φ , (24)
where cφ and nc are some constant parameters.
Chattopadhyay & Kumar (2016) connected these jet
streamlines with the accretion disc, where,, nc and cφ were
determined from the accretion disc properties. If rsh is the
location of shock and rci is the inner sonic point of the
accretion disc, then the radius of jet base on the equatorial
plane is xb = (rci + rsh)/2, and the polar angle of the jet
base on the disc surface is θb = tan
−1 (xb/Hb), where Hb
is the disc height at xb. Then the radius of the jet base is
rb = xbcosecθb. The cross-section area of jet, orthogonal to
the jet streamline at rj is given by
Aj = Ab
(
rj
rb
)2
sinθj, (25)
where Ab = A′bsinθb and A′b = 2pi(r2b0 − r2bi). Here, rbi =
rci/sinθb, rb0 = rsh/sinθb. And, θj is defined in Appendix A.
If the equations of motion of the jet are integrated along the
streamline (equation 24), along with the EoS (equation 6)
and equations (23) and (24), a constant of motion that is
similar to the Bernoulli parameter is obtained,
Rj = −hjutj[1−c2φZ(2nc−2)φ ]β = Ej[1−c2φZ(2nc−2)φ ]β = Bjγ(1−2β)φj .
(26)
Here, utj = −
√
1/(1− ωφjλj)αjγj, αj = (∆jΣj)/(Ajsin2θj),
γj = γvjγφj, γvj = 1/
√
1− vj, γφj = 1/
√
1− c2φZ(2nc−2)φ ,
β = nc/(2nc − 2), Ej is the jet Bernoulli parameter and the
jet velocity measured in corotating frame is vj = γφjvp (see
Lu 1985, for definition). In equation (26), Bj is the effective
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Bernoulli parameter, obtained after extracting all the γφj
terms from the expression of Rj.
Integral form of continuity equation gives mass outflow
expression along the streamline that can be written as
M˙o = ρju
p
jAj, (27)
where upj =
√
gppγvjvj is the jet four-velocity parallel to the
jet stream line, ρj is the mass density and Aj is the area
of the jet cross-section orthogonal to the streamline, respec-
tively. The gpp = 1/h2p is defined in Appendix A. Similar to
the entropy-accretion rate equation, we can also define the
entropy-outflow rate for the jet flow,
M˙j = upjAjek3Θ3/2j (3Θj + 2)k1(3Θj + 2/χ)k2 , (28)
This entropy-outflow rate quantity is also constant along the
jet streamline except at the shock.
The differential form of equations (26) and (27) with
the help of equation (13) can be expressed as derivatives of
jet velocity and dimensionless temperature,
dvj
drj
=
Nj
Dj =
a2j (Aj)−1dAj/drj − a2j hp−1dhp/drj −Xg
vjγ2vj[1− a2j /v2j ]
,
(29)
and
dΘj
drj
= −Θj
Nj
[
γ2vj
vj
dvj
drj
+
1
Aj
dAj
drj
− 1
hp
dhp
drj
]
, (30)
where
Xg =
0.5
(gtt + wφgtφ)
[
dgtt
drj
+
d(wφgtφ)
drj
]
+
λj
2(1− wφλj)
dwφ
drj
.
If we compare the jet equation in the present paper with
radial outflow equations around Schwarzschild metric, then
by making transformations such as upj → ur, A−1j dAj/drj →
2/r,hp → hr, we will be able to transform equation (29) to
equation 7a of Chattopadhyay & Ryu (2009). This allows
us to identify the first term of Nj as the coupling between
cross-section and the thermal term, the second one being
the coupling between gravity and the thermal term and the
third term or Xg as purely the gravity term.
2.3.1 Jet critical points
Similar to accretion critical points, we can also find jet crit-
ical points by using Nj = Dj = 0, which gives two critical
point conditions and they are
vjc = ajc and vjc =
√
Xg
A−1jc dAjc/drjc − h−1p dhp/drjc
(31)
At the jet sonic point, i. e. rjc, the gradient of velocity is
determined by L’Hoˆpital’s rule.
2.4 Shock waves in accretion and bipolar jets
It has been shown previously that accretion disc shock may
launch bipolar jets (Molteni et al. 1994, 1996a,b; Das et al.
2014; Lee et al. 2016). The jump condition across an accre-
tion shock is obtained by conserving fluxes across the shock
front, e.g., mass flux, momentum flux and energy flux (Taub
1948). In the presence of mass-loss at the shock, mathemat-
ically they are
M˙+ = M˙− − M˙o = M˙−(1−Rm˙), (32)
where Rm˙ = M˙o/M˙− is the relative mass outflow rate,
H+ρ+h+γ
2
v+v
2
+ + p+H+ = H−ρ−h−γ
2
v−v
2
− + p−H−, (33)
and
E+ = E−. (34)
Here, subscripts ‘−’ and ‘+’ are representing flow quanti-
ties before and after shock transition, respectively. Now,
we have solved three shock conditions (32)−(34) simulta-
neously, where angular momentum is continuous across the
shock and we get the relation between pre-shock and post-
shock flow variables as
h′−u
2
− − k1u− + 2Θ− = 0 and k2 − h′−γv− = 0, (35)
where k1 = (1−Rm˙)(h′+u2++2Θ+)/u+, k2 = h′+γv+, h′± =
(f± + 2Θ±) and u = vγv. The explicit expression of
relative mass outflow rate was defined with the help
of equations (12), (25) and (27) in terms of post-shock
flow variables and jet base quantities and is written as
(Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016)
Rm˙ =
M˙o
M˙−
=
1[
(4piH+r+ρ+ur+)/(Ajbρjbupjb) + 1
]
=
1[
Σ(RARΞ)
−1 + 1
] ,
where ρjb = ρbexp(−7xb/(3hb))/h2b, upjb =
√
gppγvbvjb and
Ajb = Absinθb are the jet base density, the four-velocity
at jet base and the cross-section area of jet base, respec-
tively. Moreover, RA = Ajb/(4piH+r+), R = (ur−)/(ur+) the
compression ratio, Σ = ρ+/ρ− the density jump across the
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accretion shock and Ξ = (ρjbu
p
jb)/(ρ−u
r
−) the ratio of the
relativistic mass flux of the jet base to the pre-shock ac-
cretion flow, respectively. Therefore, Rm˙ will increase with
increasing R, RA and Ξ, but will decrease with increasing
Σ.
2.4.1 Shock in jets
Parallel to conservation of fluxes of conserved quantities in
accretion disc, we can also conserve the fluxes of jet flows
along the streamline to obtain shock conditions,
[M˙o] = 0, [ρjhjγ
2
vjv
2
j + pj] = 0 and [Rj] = 0 (36)
3 SOLUTION PROCEDURE
In this paper, we obtain accretion-jet solutions
self−consistently, similar to our previous effort in
Schwarzschild metric (Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016),
but now for Kerr metric. Recently, we showed that smooth
accretion solutions do not automatically drive bipolar
jets, while shocked accretion may drive jet from the PSD
(Lee et al. 2016). Therefore, we look for shocked accretion
solution. Once we obtain shocked accretion solution, then
we search for the transonic jet solutions. Moreover, we also
check for shocks in jets. In the following, for a given as and
ξ, we list the exact methodology to obtain the accretion-jet
solution.
(i) We supply E and λ in equation (21) and with the help
of critical point conditions (equations 19 and 20) we obtain
the critical points of the flow. In a significant part of the
E—λ parameter space, multiple critical points (MCP) are
possible.
(ii) We determine the gradient of v at the critical point by
employing L’Hoˆpital’s rule. Then starting from the critical
points we integrate equations (17) and (18) to obtain the
solutions.
(iii) For those E and λ that admit MCP, the entropy at
each such point is checked. If the entropy at rco M˙co is less
than M˙ci at rci, then we check for shock jump (equation
35) considering Rm˙ = 0. If there is a shock, supersonic flow
through rco jumps to the subsonic branch, which ultimately
becomes transonic at rci and falls into the BH as supersonic
flow.
(iv) Once the shock in accretion rsh is found, we assume
the base of the jet streamline to be at rb = (rci+ rsh)/2. At
rb, we computeRj of the jet from the disc values of E and γφ
and a guess value of nc. We then evaluate the von Zeipel pa-
rameter (equation 23), as we did for the Schwarzschild case
(Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016), but now for Kerr metric.
And then using these values we look for transonic jet solu-
tion. We iterate cφ and nc for the same values of Zφ and rb
and by estimating the value of Rj from the disc. This goes
on until the entropy of the transonic jet is in between the
PSD and pre-shock disc or M˙rci > M˙j > M˙rco .
(v) Once the transonic solution is found, then from Sec-
tion 2.4, we compute the Rm˙, which is fed to equation (35)
to recalculate the rsh. Once the new rsh is obtained, steps
(iii)−(v) are repeated but with the new value of Rm˙, till rsh
converges to a value. The resulting jet is the self-consistent
jet solution driven by disc properties.
(vi) While the jet solution is being obtained, shock tran-
sition in jets is also studied.
4 RESULTS
We are connecting two flows, namely accretion and jet, and
since both the flows are quite complicated, we would first
present all possible advective accretion solutions, then all
possible jet solutions and then self-consistent accretion-jet
solutions.
4.1 Accretion
In this section, we present only accretion solution, i. e. we
follow steps (i)−(iii) of Section 3. BH accretion disc is neces-
sarily transonic, i. e. the solutions falling on to a BH passes
through atleast one sonic point. Therefore, a lot of insight
can be gained by studying the critical point conditions. For a
given value of E and λ, the critical points can be uniquely de-
termined. Let us denote Ec = E|rc and M˙c = M˙|rc . There-
fore, using the critical point conditions (equations 19 and
20) in equation(16), we obtain energy as a function of rc for
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Figure 1. Accretion disc critical point properties: Ec as a function
of critical point rc for different Kerr spin parameters, as = −0.99
(a), as = −0.5 (b), as = 0.0 (c), as = 0.5 (d), as = 0.8 (e)
and as = 0.99 (f). Each of the curves from top to bottom is for
λ = 1.5− 4.0 with interval dλ = 0.5. All curves are for the same
composition parameter, ξ = 1.0 or e− p flow.
given values of λ, as and ξ (equation 21). We plot Ec with
rc for as = −0.99 (Fig.1a), as = −0.5 (Fig.1b), as = 0.0
(Fig.1c), as = 0.5 (Fig.1d), as = 0.8 (Fig.1e) and as = 0.99
(Fig.1f). Each of the curves plotted from top to bottom is
for λ = 1.5 − 4.0 with interval dλ = 0.5 and with same
composition parameter, ξ = 1.0. Critical points are formed
because gravity increases the infall velocity, but because ac-
cretion is an example of convergent flow the temperature of
the flow also increases during accretion (compressional heat-
ing). As temperature increases, sound speed also increases,
but in accretion the rise of sound speed is less than the bulk
velocity. Therefore, the flow that is subsonic at large dis-
tances becomes supersonic within a certain point (critical
point). However, if the infalling matter is rotating, then the
centrifugal term competes with the gravitation term in a
way that MCP may form. As as increases, frame dragging
enhances the centrifugal term significantly, therefore, even
matter with low angular momentum exhibits MCP, for ex-
ample, the flow with λ = 2 [dotted in Figs. 1a-f] exhibits
MCP for as = 0.99 but not for as 6 0.8. On the other hand,
if the flow is retrograde, then MCP occur only for higher
angular momentum flow. Fig. (1c) is similar to fig. 3a of
Figure 2. Accretion disc critical point properties: Ec versus M˙c;
each curve plotted for Kerr parameters, as = 0 (solid, red),
as = 0.5 (dotted, blue), as = 0.99 (dashed, black). (a) Angu-
lar momentum λ = 3 (b) λ = 2. All curves are for the same
composition parameter, ξ = 1.0 or e− p flow.
Chattopadhyay & Chakrabarti (2011). This phenomenon is
better exhibited with Ec − M˙c ‘kite-tail’ plot.
For a given set of E and λ, there can be one to three
critical points. In general, when MCP occur for a given set
of E & λ, then each of the critical points possesses differ-
ent entropy from the other. In Ec − M˙c (i.e. evaluated at
critical points) for a given λ, the curve takes the shape of
a kite-tail. In Fig. 2(a), we plot Ec versus M˙c curves for
as = 0 (solid, red), as = 0.5 (dotted, blue) and as = 0.99
(dashed, black) all the curves for the same angular momen-
tum λ = 3.0. Branch AB (marked on the curve related to
as = 0) corresponds to rci, BC corresponds to rcm and CD
to rco. This implies that, for a given λ, there is a range of
E and M˙ for which MCP may form. As we opt for higher
spin of the BH (dotted, dashed), the MCP region shifts to
the lower entropy region. And for highly spinning BH, for
example as = 0.99, the inner critical point (rci) does not
form. In contrast, for flows with lower λ (= 2), MCP form
for highly spinning BH like as = 0.99. But for lower as,
accretion flows with low λ form only rco-type sonic points
(Fig. 2b). Interestingly, Figs. (2a) and (b) show that, for a
given Ec and M˙c, the outer sonic points or rco are formed
at roughly the same location in accretion discs around BHs
of different as, but the locations of rcm and rci differ widely.
In Fig. 3, we divide the E − λ parameter space into
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Figure 3. Accretion disc: E − λ parameter space, showing sin-
gle sonic point, MCP and shock region, with typical solutions
from each region (panels a−f). The BH is of spin as = 0.99. The
composition parameter is ξ = 1.0 or e− p flow.
regions that will admit single critical points and MCP and
shocks for accretion flows around a Kerr BH of as = 0.99. In
the region ABD′ the angular momentum is low and solutions
in this domain will possess a single outer-type critical point
(typical solution Mach number M = v/a versus r: panel a).
In the region ABHA, the angular momentum is higher and
three sonic points (rci, rcm, rco) appear, although the flow
still passes through rco on to the BH (typical solution in
panel b). The shaded region FGHF represents flow param-
eters for which steady-state shocks are possible. In other
words, matter with parameters from the region FGHF flows
through rco, becomes subsonic at the shock location rsh and
finally enters the BH through rci (typical solution in panel
c). Solutions from the region AHDEA are also character-
ized by three sonic points, but since the entropy M˙i of the
inner critical point is higher than that of the outer critical
point, so the matter flows into the BH through rci (typical
solution in panel d). The parameters from the region above
AEI have very high angular momentum such that it becomes
transonic close to the horizon producing a single inner-type
critical point rci. These solutions are monotonic and smooth
functions of r (typical solution in panel e). Solutions from
the region BDCB are bound and do not produce global so-
lution (typical solution in panel f). Parameters from the rest
Figure 4. Accretion disc: M (a, a1, a2), v (b, b1, b2), Θ (c, c1,
c2), Γ (d, d1, d2) and M˙ (e, e1, e2) are plotted with r along the
equatorial plane. Accretion on to a BH of as = 0.0 is for λ = 3.05
(a−e); those on to a BH of as = 0.5 are for λ = 2.716 (a1−e1) and
flows on to a BH with as = 0.99 are plotted for λ = 2.01 (a2−e2)
For all plots E = 1.001 and ξ = 1.0 and the shock location is at
rsh = 30.40. Arrows on vertical lines show the shock jump (a, a1,
a2).
of the region do not produce transonic solutions that con-
nect the horizon. The solid curves in panels above are the
physical solutions. The dotted curves are solutions for the
wind-type boundary condition and the dashed curves repre-
sent possible accretion solutions but that are not chosen by
the matter.
We now compare shocked accretion disc solutions
around BHs of three Kerr parameters as = 0 (Figs. 4a−e),
as = 0.5 (Figs. 4a1 − e1), as = 0.99 (Figs. 4a2 − e2), where
the flow angular momenta are 3.05, 2.716 and 2.01, respec-
tively. All the three cases presented above have same energy
E = 1.001. The flow variables plotted as a function of r
are the Mach number M (Figs. 4a−a2), v (Figs. 4b−b2), Θ
(Figs. 4c−c2), Γ (Figs. 4d−d2) and log(M˙) (Figs. 4e−e2).
The most interesting thing is that the shock formed in all
the three cases is exactly at rsh = 30.2. In other words, ac-
cretion discs around BHs of different spin may form shock
at the same radial distance, if the angular momenta of the
discs are different even if E remains the same. Although rsh
has the same value, the flow variables at any given r are dif-
ferent for accretion discs around BHs of different as. As an
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Figure 5. Jet: Rjc as a function of critical points rjc for a
given BH spin as = 0.9 (a) and for a given flow angular mo-
mentum λj = 2 (b). (a) Each curve represents λj = 3.5 (solid,
red), λj = 3.0 (dotted, blue), λj = 2.5 (dashed, black), λj = 2.0
(long−dashed, cyan) and λj = 1.5 (dash−dotted, magenta). (b)
Each curve represents as = 0.0 (solid, red), as = 0.5 (dotted,
blue) and as = 0.99 (dashed, black). All the figures are plotted
for the same von Zeipel parameter, Zφ = 10 and nc = 0.5.
example, the temperature of the PSD for BH of as = 0.99 is
much higher than that of the flow on to a BH of as = 0, so
radiations computed from such flow would indeed be differ-
ent, but if rsh is oscillating there is a chance that it would
be oscillating at the same frequency.
4.2 All possible jet solutions
In this section, we would like to discuss about all possible jet
solutions: in other words, we solve equations (29) and (30)
with the help of equation (31), for given values of Zφ (equa-
tion 23). Since Rj is a constant of motion, so we express
Rj in terms of critical point conditions (equation 31) and
solve for rjc: we will obtain all possible sonic points. In ad-
dition, once we specify Zφ, the jet cross-section is specified
and the entire jet solution can be obtained. In this section,
Rj and Zφ are supplied as free parameters, in order to find
all possible solutions.
In Fig. (5a), we plot the jet energy parameter Rjc
as a function of rjc for flows with λj = 3.5 (solid, red),
λj = 3.0 (dotted, blue), λj = 2.5 (dashed, black), λj = 2.0
(long−dashed, cyan) and λj = 1.5 (dash−dotted, magenta)
Figure 6. Jet: Variation of (a) Rjc with (M˙jc) for as = 0.99
(solid, red). Jet Mach number (Mj) with jet stream-line rj for
different jet energy (b) Rj = 1.03, (c) Rj = 1.02, (d) Rj = 1.0185
and (e) Rj = 1.01. Each solution is plotted for Zφ = 10, nc = 0.5
and λj = 2.0. Solid and dashed curves represents global and closed
jet solutions, respectively.
around a BH with spin as = 0.9. Here, Rjc = Rj|rjc and
M˙jc = M˙j|rjc . It is clear from the above that jets with two
different λj will have the same Rj and rjc at the crossing
points. However, the entropy (or M˙oc) of the two flows with
different λ at the crossing points of Fig. (5a) are not the
same. Another curious aspect is that the jet energy param-
eter Rjc > 1 even for rjc → ∞. Although this is counter-
intuitive, this arises due to the property of VZS, where
not only λj remains constant but γφj also remains constant:
therefore, Rjc → (γφj|rb)1−2β as rjc → ∞. Moreover, in di-
rect contrast with accretion critical point properties, except
at the crossing points of the curves, Rjc is generally higher
for jets with higher λj. For example, curve for λj = 3.5 is of
higher Rjc than for λj = 3.0 and so on.
In Fig. (5b), we once again plot Rjc as a function of rjc,
but this time for the same flow λ = 2, but falling on to BHs
of different spin as = 0.0 (solid, red), λ = 0.5 (dotted, blue)
and as = 0.99 (dashed, black). There are no MCP in jets
around BHs of lower spin, but space−time around a rotating
BH of as = 0.99 ensures multiple sonic points in jets.
Figure (6a) is the famous kite-tail relation between Rjc
and M˙c for a given value of angular momentum, i. e., λj = 2.
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The curve CD represents the values of Rjc and M˙jc for all
possible rjco. Similarly, curves AB and BC represent the val-
ues ofRjc and M˙jc for all possible rjci and rjcm, respectively.
Here, the inner, middle and outer jet sonic points are rep-
resented by rjci, rjcm and rjco. In Figs. (6b-e), we plot the
related jet solutions, i. e., jet Mach number Mj as a func-
tion of rj. Horizontal line OO
′ (long−dashed) passes through
the intersection of AB and CD at Rjc = 1.0193, and CC′
(dashed) corresponds to highest Rjc (= 1.0265) for which
MCP are possible. And DD′ is lowest Rjc (= 1.0181) for
which three sonic points are possible. For Rjc < 1.0181 only
closed jet solutions are possible with only two sonic points
rjci and rjcm, but no rjco. And therefore, in Fig. (6b), there
is one inner-type critical point since Rj = 1.03 lies above
the CC′ in Rjc—M˙c space. The energy parameter of the
jet in Fig. (6c), is Rj = 1.02 which is in between CC′ and
OO′. In this domain, both rjci and rjco are possible and the
entropy of rjco is higher, but the solution (dashed) through
rjco is a closed one (dashed), while the one through rjci is
global (solid). In Fig. (6d), Rj = 1.0185 lies between OO′
and DD′, and rjci, rjco still form, but now the global solution
(solid) is through rjco and the closed solution is through rjci.
It is clear from Fig. (6a), that the inner critical point has
higher entropy for solutions with Rj between OO′ and DD′.
In Fig. (6e), Rj = 1.01 below DD′ possesses a X−type rjci
and O−type rjcm. The jet flows out through rjci but turns
back around the O−type sonic points, i. e. there is no global
solution, only a closed one.
In Fig. (6c), we observe that the jet solution admits
multiple critical points. In the case of accretion disc, the
gravity ensures one critical point, but if the matter is rotat-
ing then centrifugal term modifies the gravitational inter-
action and forms multiple sonic or critical points. However,
in jets the effect of centrifugal term along the streamline
is quite small. In Fig. (7a), we plot various terms of the
numerator Nj of equation (29) in order to understand why
we have MCP, for the same jet parameters as considered in
Fig. (6c). In Fig. (7b), we plot the Nj for all the branches
of the jet solution for Rj = 1.02, λ = 2.0. From equation
(29) it is clear that the jet will accelerate (dvj/drj > 0)
if Nj < 0 in the subsonic (vj < aj) regime and changes
Figure 7. Jet: various terms of Nj like (a) a
2
j (Aj)
−1(dAj)/(drj)
(solid, red), −a2j hp
−1(dhp)/(drj) (dotted, blue) and −Xg
(dashed, black) are plotted with rj. (b) Nj for the global solu-
tion through rjci (solid, red) and the closed solution through rjco
(dashed). Asterisk shows the location of two X-type sonic points.
Other parameters Zφ = 10, nc = 0.5 and λj = 2.0. Same jet
solution as in Fig. (6c).
sign in the supersonic regime (vj > aj). Nj becomes zero
at the critical point. In Fig. (7a), we plot the three com-
ponents of Nj, i.e. Nj1 = a2j (Aj)−1(dAj)/(drj) (solid, red),
Nj2 = −a2j hp−1(dhp)/(drj) (dotted, blue) and Nj3 = −Xg
(dashed, black), as a function of rj. Nj1, the coupling be-
tween thermal and the flow geometry term, is positive def-
inite and Nj3, the gravity term, is negative definite. But it
is Nj2, the thermal and metric term, which flips sign, that
determines the formation of multiple sonic points and even-
tually shock. Near the base, where the jet is subsonic, Fig.
(7a) shows Nj2 < 0 and dominates both Nj1 and Nj3. There-
fore, Nj < 0 near the base (Fig. 7b) and this ensures that
the jet accelerates in subsonic region. At rjci or the inner
critical point, Nj becomes zero (inner star in Fig. 7b), as
Nj2 becomes positive enough to negate gravity. Further out,
Nj2 remains positive and increases up to a short distance,
so the jet continues to accelerate. However, Nj2 reaches its
maximum and starts to decrease rapidly. At few×10 rg,
Nj2 ≈ Nj1 ≪ |Nj3|, which implies that Nj < 0 at large
rj (solid, red in Fig. 7b). Therefore, the global solution of
the jet through rjci decelerates, after it becomes supersonic.
This resistance to the supersonic flow creates the possibil-
ity for the jet to pass through the second saddle−type sonic
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Figure 8. Self-consistent accretion-jet solutions: flow boundary
(a, b, c) of accretion disc (solid, red), jet streamline (dash−dotted,
blue), jet boundary (dotted, blue), horizon (solid quarter circle),
ergosphere (dash−dotted quarter ellipse), the radius of the jet
base rjb and its polar angle θjb are shown. Accretion Mach num-
ber M (solid, red) and jet Mach number Mj (dash−dotted blue)
with radial distance are plotted (d, e, f). The right-hand pan-
els correspond to the accretion-jet solutions and the left-hand
panels correspond to related geometry. Each pair of right- and
left-hand panels are plotted for λ = 2 (a, d), λ = 1.99 (b, e) and
λ = 1.98 (c, f). Accretion shocks are produced at rsh = 13.8308
(a, d), rsh = 10.8179 (b, e) and rsh = 8.2275 (c, f). The arrows
show flow direction. For all the panels E = 1.0001, ξ = 1.0 and
as = 0.99.
point. And since the dynamics is forcing the jet to choose an-
other solution, the entropy of the outer critical point is also
high. Needless to say, in order to flow out through rjco, the
jet has to generate the right amount of entropy via a shock.
We plot the Nj of the solution through the outer sonic point,
and one can see that it is positive beyond the outer sonic
point (dashed in Fig. 7b). The inset panels in Fig. (7a & b)
are plotted to zoom around the outer sonic point (asterisk),
to show the different branches of the solution.
4.3 Self-consistent accretion-jet solution
In this section, we present accretion−ejection solutions. We
connect Sections 4.1 and 4.2 where the inner boundary con-
dition of the jet is obtained from the PSD, i.e. we follow
steps (i)—(v) of Section 3 in totality. In other words, we
now obtain simultaneous accretion-jet solutions by supply-
ing accretion disc parameters like E , λ, flow composition ξ
Figure 9. Variations of (a) accretion Mach numberM (solid ,red)
and jet Mach numberMj (dash−dotted,blue) with radial distance
on disc equatorial plane r and jet streamline above the equatorial
plane, rj, respectively: Variation of jet flow variables vj (b),Rj (c),
Θj (d), Γj (e) and M˙j (f) with rj. Arrow represents the direction
of the flow. Disc parameters are E = 1.002, λ = 1.946, ξ = 1.0
and as = 0.99. The accretion shock location is at rsh = 5.9827.
The relative mass outflow rate is Rm˙ = 0.061378.
and BH spin as. In Figs (8a-f), we plot accretion−ejection
solutions for same disc specific energy E = 1.0001, but dif-
ferent angular momenta λ = 2.0 (Figs 8a, d), λ = 1.99 (Figs
8b, e) and λ = 1.98 (Figs 8c, f). In the left-hand panels, we
plot the disc−jet geometry (Figs 8a−c). In the right-hand
panels (Figs 8d−f), we plot accretion disc Mach number M
(solid, red) and jet Mach number Mj with distance. M is
evaluated on the equatorial plane while Mj along the jet
stream line (dash−dotted on the left-hand panels). All the
accretion solutions presented here harbour shock, while the
top two panels on the right (Figs. 8d & e) show shocks in
jets too. The shock in accretion decreases with decreasing
λ, and so does the jet cross-section. The jet starts from the
surface of the PSD with very low velocity but either ex-
pands briskly to become transonic within a short distance
and eventually gets shocked, or slowly becomes transonic at
a large distance from the central object. In this particular
case, the shock strength of the jet is slightly less than that
of the accretion disc.
In Fig. (9a), we plot simultaneous accretion and jet
Mach numbers M and Mj, respectively, where there are
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shocks both in accretion and the jet. In the rest of the figure
we plot the jet flow variables like jet three-velocity vj (Fig.
9b), jet energy parameter Rj (Fig. 9c), Θj (Fig. 9d), Γj (Fig.
9e) and M˙j (Fig. 9e), for the given accretion disc parameters
E = 1.002, λ = 1.946, ξ = 1.0 around a BH of as = 0.99. The
mass outflow rate obtained is Rm˙ = 0.061378. The accretion
shock is at rsh = 5.9827 on the equatorial plane, while the
shock in the jet is at rjsh = 8.597 at θjsh = 24.64
◦. There
is another shock location for the jet that is slightly further
away (at a distance of 11.448, dotted vertical line), but can
be shown to be unstable (Nakayama 1994, 1996). Interest-
ingly, the shock in accretion is at a shorter distance than the
shock in jet: therefore, the inner part of the disc−jet system
has a complicated structure. The jet starts from the surface
of the PSD with almost negligible velocity, is accelerated
within a few gravitational radii to about ∼ 0.4, and then
jumps down to about ∼ 0.1, and finally its terminal velocity
is vj∞ ∼ 0.146. The jet shock is quite strong (compression
ratio ∼ 4), and should be a good site for particle accelera-
tion. A major feature of shocks in jets is that the base of the
jet is much hotter than the pre-shock portion as well as the
post-shock region of the jet. In contrast, PSD is the hottest
part of the accretion disc. The jet energy parameter remains
constant (Fig. 9c), although the entropy jumps at the shock
(Fig. 9e).
In Fig.(10a), we plot accretion disc solutions M (solid,
red) and the corresponding jet Mj (dash−dotted, blue) for
disc parameters are E = 1.0105, λ = 1.903, ξ = 1.0 and
as = 0.99. The jet velocity vj (Fig.10b), Rj (Fig.10c), Θj
(Fig.10d), Γj (Fig.10e) and M˙j (Fig.10f). This particular
set of disc parameters launches a jet that is free from shock.
In this case too, the jet launched by PSD starts with neg-
ligible velocity at the base, but rapidly accelerates to be-
come transonic in the next few rg (Fig.10b), by converting
thermal energy into kinetic energy (Fig.10d). Since this jet
is shockfree, so in this case the entropy remains constant
(Fig.10f) and like the previous case Rj is constant too. In-
terestingly, as the jet is rapidly accelerated by thermal gra-
dient term, it reaches a speed vj > 0.44, but eventually the
thermal gradient term exhausts itself, and the jet settles to
a lesser terminal speed of vj∞ ∼ 0.3525. The temperature
Figure 10.Variations of (a)M (solid, red) andMj (dash−dotted,
blue) with r and rj, respectively. Variation of vj (b), Rj (c), Θj
(d), Γj (e) and M˙j (f) with jet streamline rj. Arrow represents
the direction of the flow. Disc parameters are E = 1.0105, λ =
1.903, ξ = 1.0 and as = 0.99 and accretion shock formed at rsh =
6.2941. The Rm˙ = 0.054495.
drops sharply in the rapid acceleration phase, but at a lesser
rate in the region where the jet velocity is approaching an
asymptotic value. The jet temperature indeed approaches
non-relativistic values at large distances (Fig.10d). This is
also shown in the Γj variation too (Fig.10e).
In Fig. (11a), we plot the disc shock location rsh with
disc angular momentum λ. Each curve is for E = 1.0001
(solid, red), 1.001 (dashed, black) and 1.0019 (long-dashed,
magenta). All the curves have fixed values of as = 0.99 and
ξ = 1.0. The shock rsh increases with increasing λ at a
given E , as well as increasing E at a given λ. We plot the
related compression ratio R (Fig.11b), jet terminal speed
vj∞ (Fig.11c), jet energy parameter Rj (Fig.11d), the jet
shock location rjsh(Fig.11e), effective jet specific energy Bj
(Fig.11f) and Rm˙ (Fig.11g) with the accretion shock loca-
tion rsh. The compression ratio R of the shock in accretion
disc increases with the decreasing rsh as is shown in Fig.
(11b). Compression ratio decreases for weak shock, and for
accretion disc shocks, shock becomes weaker as rsh increases.
However, only shock compression does not power the jet,
and it shows that v∞ has a rather complicated dependence
on R, where the terminal speed has a clear maximum for
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Figure 11. Variations of (a) rsh with λ, and (b) R, (c) vj∞,
(d) Rj, (e) rjsh, (f) Bj and (g) Rm˙ with rsh. Each curve is for
E = 1.0001 (solid, red), 1.001 (dashed, black) and 1.0019 (long-
dashed, magenta). (h) Variation of R (solid), RA (long-dashed),
Σ (dashed) and Ξ (dotted) with rsh for E = 1.0001. For all the
panels ξ = 1.0 and as = 0.99.
E = 1.0001 (solid, red), although R decreases with increas-
ing rsh. Moreover, the jet terminal speed is generally higher
for higher energies like E = 1.00055 (dashed, black) and
E = 1.001 (long-dashed, magenta), although the compres-
sion ratio of the accretion shock for such energies is clearly
low. Here, vj∞ is not a monotonic function of rsh, but the
jet energy parameter Rj decreases monotonically with in-
creasing rsh (or decreasing R). Rj is also higher for accre-
tion discs of higher energy. The shock in jet is only formed
in a limited range as is shown in Fig. (11e). The shock in
jet, i.e. rjsh, increases as disc energy increases: however, the
range of steady shock in jet decreases, if the energy of the
disc is higher. The relative Bernoulli parameter has similar
functional dependence on rsh as vj∞, which is not surpris-
ing since at r → ∞, B → (1 − v2j∞)−1/2. It is worth noting
that the relative mass outflow rate or Rm˙ does not follow
the functional dependence of vj∞ with rsh. Rm˙ generally in-
creases with decreasing rsh, but also decreases for very small
value of rsh, maximizing at some intermediate values of rsh.
This is because vj∞ only depends on the Bj, but Rm˙ de-
pends on many factors as shown in Section 2.4). In order to
understand how Rm˙ depends on rsh, in the next panel we
Figure 12. Variations of rsh (a, d), Rm˙ (b, e) and vj∞ (c, f)
with λ are plotted for different BHs of Kerr parameter as = 0.0
(solid, red), 0.5 (dotted, blue) and 0.99 (dashed, black). The disc
parameters are E = 1.0001 (a, b, c) and E = 1.001 (d, e, f). The
flow composition for all the plots is ξ = 1.0.
analyse only the case presented in this figure, i.e. the case
for E = 1.0001 (solid, red in Figs. 11a-g). In Fig. (11h), we
plot the accretion compression ratio R (solid, red), the ratio
of jet cross-section at the base to the PSD, i.e. RA (long-
dashed, magenta), density contrast across accretion shock,
i.e. Σ (dashed, black) and Ξ (dotted, blue) which is the ra-
tio of the relativistic mass flux at the jet base to that of
the pre-shock accretion disc: it gives a measure of the up-
ward thrust that the shock generates. From Section 2.4, it
is clear that if Σ increases together with the decrease of RA,
R and Ξ, then Rm˙ will decrease too and vice versa. As rsh
decreases by changing λ for E = 1.0001, Σ monotonically
increases, R increases but tends to taper off for small rsh,
Ξ increases but starts to dip for small rsh and RA do not
change much. Therefore, Rm˙ generally increases for decreas-
ing rsh, but dips for small values of rsh, which points to the
fact that the combined effect of R and Ξ somewhat negates
the effect of Σ in determining the value of Rm˙.
In Fig.(12), we study the dependence of accretion shock
rsh (Figs. 12 a, d), the relative outflow rate Rm˙ (Figs. 12 b,
e) and the jet terminal speed vj∞ (Figs. 12 c, f) with the
angular momentum λ of the accretion disc. Each curve rep-
resents BHs of spin as = 0.0 (solid, red), 0.5 (dotted, blue)
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and 0.99 (dashed, black). The figures on the left-hand panels
(Figs. 12 a−c) are plotted for disc energy E = 1.0001 and
those on the right-hand panels (Figs. 12 d−f) are plotted
for E = 1.001. In the top panels, we show how disc prop-
erty like rsh depends on disc parameter, while in the middle
and bottom panels, we show how jet properties like Rm˙ and
vj∞ depend on the disc parameter λ. The accretion shock
increases with increasing disc λ for BHs with all possible
spins. It is worth noting that accretion shocks may form
even for low λ values, if BH spin is high enough (Figs. 12
a and d). Figs (12a) and (d) vindicate the conclusions of
Figs (4a1) and (a2), that accretion shock may occur at the
same location, for discs of different λ depending on the spin
of the BH. The mass outflow rate from an accretion disc
around a highly spinning BH is higher than those around
BHs of smaller as (Figs. 12 b, e), but Rm˙ peaks at inter-
mediate λ for BHs of any given spin. However, vj∞ for a
given disc energy is not necessarily higher for discs around
highly spinning BHs, although it tends to increase with the
flow energy (Figs. 12 c, f). While, for jets around low-as BH,
vj∞ increases monotonically as λ is decreased, but for highly
spinning BH, vj∞ maximizes at intermediate values of λ.
In Fig.(13), we present the E—λ parameter space of
shock in the accretion disc. The region bounded by the solid
(black) curve represents E and λ of the accretion disc that
will experience steady shock transition if we ignore the for-
mation of jet. If mass-loss is taken into account, then the
region x0x4x9x0 bounded by the dotted (red) curve repre-
sents the parameter space for steady accretion shock that
launches jet. The region x1x4x8x1 represent the accretion
disc parameters for which jets would harbour multiple (two
or three) critical points. And the region x1x5x8x2 bounded
by dashed (blue) curve represents accretion disc parame-
ters for which the jet possess three critical points. And in
the region x2x6x7x2 within long−dashed (magenta) curve,
jet launched from the disc undergoes steady shock transi-
tion. In the rest of the accretion shock domain (solid, black
curve), there is no jet possible. In Fig. (13A), we compare
the shock parameter space for BHs with spin parameters
as = −0.99, 0.0, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. In Fig. (13B), we plot the
shock parameter space for as = 0.99 and in the inset panels,
Figure 13. (A) Comparing E−λ accretion shock parameter space
for as = −0.99, 0.0, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. (B) as = 0.99: E − λ (solid
black) space for accretion shock. Region x0x4x9x0 (dotted, red
curve) represents accretion shock when mass-loss is computed.
The region x1x4x8x1 represents E−λ for which jet possesses mul-
tiple (two or three) critical points. The region x1x5x8x1 (dashed,
blue curve) represents the accretion E, λ for which the jet has
three critical points. The region x2x6x7x2 (long-dashed, magenta
curve) represents E, λ for which jet harbours shock. Inset: jet
Mach number (Mj) with rj for different (a) λ = 2.05 from re-
gion x0x1x8x9x0; (b) λ = 2.025 from x1x5x8x1; (c) λ = 2.0 from
x2x6x7x2, (d) λ = 1.98 from x3x5x6x3 and (e) λ = 1.97 from
x3x4x5x3. The accretion disc parameters are E = 1.0001, ξ = 1.0.
we plot only the jet solution of the disc−jet system i.e.Mj as
a function of rj for accretion disc parameters E = 1.0001 and
λ = 2.05 (Fig. 13Ba), λ = 2.025 (Fig. 13Bb), λ = 2.0 (Fig.
13Bc), λ = 1.98 (Fig. 13Bd) and λ = 1.97 (Fig. 13Be). The
disc parameters chosen for as = 0.99 are marked as stars in
E − λ space (Fig. 13B). The angular momentum value of x4
is λx4 = 1.967, x5 is λx5 = 1.972, x6 is λx6 = 1.988, x7 is
λx7 = 2.006, x8 is λx8 = 2.039 and x9 is λx9 = 2.09. Each
set of the disc parameters are chosen such that all possible
jet solutions can be obtained. It is interesting to note that
the parameter space for steady shocks shrinks, when self-
consistent massloss is considered. It means that there is a
possibility of shock instability that is caused by the launch-
ing of the jets. Figure (13Be) shows that the resulting jet
solution is actually a closed solution. Although the accre-
tion disc energy E > 1 and so is the jet Bernoulli parameter
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Points Accretion Accretion vj∞ Rm˙ Shock
in E − λ E λ in jet
x0 1.0105 1.903 0.353 0.055 NO
x1 1.0065 1.921 0.232 0.059 NO
x2 1.002 1.946 0.146 0.062 YES
x3 1.00035 1.964 Bound NA NA
Jet
x4 1.0001 1.967 Bound NA NA
Jet
x5 1.0001 1.973 0.028 0.0774 NO
x6 1.0001 1.988 0.0667 0.0845 YES
x7 1.0001 2.006 0.0838 0.0782 YES
x8 1.0001 2.039 0.08196 0.045 NO
x9 1.0001 2.09 0.0384 0.0025 NO
Table 1. The coordinates of locations x0−x9 in the E−λ param-
eter space of the accretion disc as in Fig.(13B) and the measure
of corresponding jet properties in terms of vj∞ and Rm˙.
Ej (see equation 26), the effective Bernoulli parameter for
the jet Bj < 1. Therefore, there is no global jet solution, for
this E and λ. In other words, we predict from theoretical
considerations that even if there is an accretion shock, the
PSD may not always launch a jet. It may be noted that in
Figs (12c) and (f), the jet terminal speed obtained for low
to moderate disc energies decreases with the increase of as.
However, from Figs (13 A) and (B), we observe that the
maximum value of energy parameter (of Fig. 13) for which
steady accretion shock is possible increases with as, which
might launch jets with higher terminal speeds. The various
coordinates e.g. x0 − x9 in E − λ accretion shock parame-
ter space of Fig. (13B) and corresponding jet properties are
tabulated in Table 1.
Fig. 14(a) represents variation of jet shock location rjsh
with the disc angular momentum λ, around two BHs of spin
as = 0.99 (solid, red) and as = 0.9 (dotted, blue). Corre-
sponding jet compression ratio Rj (Fig. 14b) and jet strength
Js (Fig. 14c) are plotted as a function of rjsh. The jet shock
rjsh is formed closer to the BH, if the spin parameter is
higher. However, the most interesting aspect is that the jet
shock becomes stronger as rjsh shifts to larger values for a
BH of same spin. Infact, the compression ratio for as = 0.99
is quite high, and therefore should be a good site for parti-
cle acceleration. This nature of jet shock is completely op-
Figure 14. Variation of (a) jet shock location (rjsh) with λ, (b)
jet shock compression ratio Rj and (c) jet shock strength Js with
rjsh, where each curve is for as = 0.99 (solid, red), 0.9 (dotted,
blue) and all the plots are for E = 1.001. (d) Maximum jet ter-
minal velocity (vm∞) with as.
posite of accretion shocks, where the accretion shock gets
stronger as it is located closer to the BH (e.g.Fig. 11b).
In Fig.(14d), maximum possible jet terminal speed vm∞ is
plotted as a function of as. Maximum jet terminal around
a BH of as = 0.99 is possible, if the jet originates from a
disc that corresponds to the parameters of x0 point of the
E −λ space of Fig. (13B). Therefore, for BH of any spin, the
jet corresponding to its respective x0 point will produce a
jet with maximum possible terminal speed for a BH of that
particular spin. Fig. (14d) is obtained by finding the vm∞
for BHs of each as. Therefore, BH spin automatically does
not produce very high speed jet, but the maximum terminal
speed of a jet definitely increases with increasing BH spin.
5 DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY
We have studied accretion−ejection solutions in full general
relativistic prescription, where the fluid is described by vari-
able adiabatic index (Γ) EoS around Kerr BHs. The mass
outflow rate from accretion disc has been estimated self-
consistently by solving accretion equations of motion along
the equatorial plane and jet solutions along VZS.
The accretion solution has two major improvements
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over some of the previous studies. We consider a variable
Γ EoS for electron−proton fluid. However, we have not
considered heating or cooling processes in our analysis of
the disc, because our main focus is to obtain jets self-
consistently from the disc and how the BH spin affects the
jets. Suffice is to say that we have in numerous previous
occasions studied dissipative accretion discs around non-
rotating BHs (Chattopadhyay & Das 2007; Lee et al. 2011;
Kumar & Chattopadhyay 2013, 2014; Kumar et al. 2014;
Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016; Lee et al. 2016), and based
on our accumulated knowledge, we are confident that the
results presented here will qualitatively remain the same,
although quantitative changes are not ruled out. While dis-
cussing Figs. (3a-e), some of the solutions (dotted) related
to the accretion solutions were termed wind type. However,
these solutions are not actual wind or outflow solution, since
winds and jets flow in the off-equatorial direction, while the
so-called wind solutions of Figs. (3a-e) are along the equa-
torial plane.
One of the reasons to consider accretion discs and jets in
full general relativity is that relativistic formulation of jets
is generally faster than the Newtonian versions, since the
coupling between gravity and thermal terms (middle term
of Nj in equation 29) is missing in the latter. If one compares
equation (29) with the equation of motion of radial or conical
outflow in Schwarzschild metric, then it is easy to identify
significance of each of the three terms of Nj (see discussion
related to equation 29). The comparison also shows that the
first two terms ofNj for conical flow are positive definite and
only the third of the gravity term is negative. Therefore only
one sonic point is possible in conical flow in Schwarzschild
metric. This is also mostly true for rotating matter flowing
out along the VZS around BHs of low spin. However, for
higher spin parameter, the metric component along the VZS
changes sign from being highly negative to positive. This
causes the jet to become transonic very close to the BH. And
because the same term flips sign along the VZS, this may
decelerate the supersonic flow and may cause the formation
of multiple sonic points and shocks in jets.
The jet streamline and cross-section are a major issue in
analytical studies of accretion-jet system. It has been shown
earlier that VZS are the surfaces of constant angular mo-
mentum and also of constant entropy for fluid flow above the
equatorial plane (Chakrabarti 1985). In addition, numerical
simulations showed that the entire PSD generates bipolar
jets (Molteni et al. 1996b; Lanzafame et al. 1998; Das et al.
2014; Lee et al. 2016). So, we choose the foot point (rb)
of the jet streamline located half way between the accre-
tion shock and inner critical point of the disc, but on the
surface of PSD. Once we obtain the base of the stream-
line or rb, we solve for VZS from the disc properties at
(rb, θb) on PSD surface. Therefore, the VZS is the stream-
line, and the cross-sectional area between rci and rsh or-
thogonal to the VZS is the jet cross-sectional area. This
simplifies the jet structure and make the problem tractable
analytically. With these considerations, the jet streamline
and the associated cross-section depend on the disc param-
eters like E and λ, as well as on the spin of the BH, which
is a major improvement on the jet geometry assumed in
the pseudo-Newtonian regime (Chattopadhyay & Das 2007;
Kumar & Chattopadhyay 2013; Aktar et al. 2015). More-
over, the jet solution from the disc is launched with very
low velocity along the streamline, but becomes supersonic
at a short distance from the base of the jet. This is be-
cause the metric term hp along the VZS for highly spinning
BH powers the jet. This entire analysis was at first imple-
mented by us in our previous paper for Schwarzschild geome-
try (Chattopadhyay & Kumar 2016); now we have upgraded
it to the Kerr metric.
The jet generated depends on the compression ratio (R)
of the accretion shock, the upward thrust of the PSD and
the ratio between jet cross-section with the surface of the
PSD. So the mass outflow rate can be shown to increase
with the increasing R; however, within few rg of the BH,
the upward thrust and/or the fractional jet cross-section
may reduce, making the mass outflow rate to dip. The rel-
ative mass outflow rate for given disc energy parameters
also increases with the spin of the BH. However, the angu-
lar momentum range of the accretion discs to obtain such
jets moves to the lower values if the BH spin parameter is
increased. The dependence of the terminal speed of the jet
with BH spin is not straightforward, since the jet is gen-
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erated by the accretion disc. And accretion disc properties
depend as much on the properties of the central BH as on
the boundary conditions of the disc itself. So if the accretion
disc parameters are of moderate values, the jet produced
will be weak, no matter what the value of BH spin param-
eter is. However, the maximum jet speed for steady jets in-
creases with the spin of the BH. The maximum jet speed
obtained in this paper for as = 0.99 is about vj∞ ∼ 0.35,
which is not truly relativistic. It is to be remembered that
jets from around compact objects like BHs are not always
ultrarelativistic. Not only the terminal speed of jets varies
in various objects, even for the same object the jet varies
in strength in different epochs (Miller-Jones et al. 2012).
Having said that, in this paper we were interested to find
out the effect of BH spin on jet formation and therefore
no additional accelerating process for the jet was consid-
ered. Thermally driven jets are unlikely to generate rel-
ativistic terminal speed. Previous studies of accretion-jet
system in the pseudo-Newtonian regime could generate jets
of terminal speed ∼few×0.01 (Chattopadhyay & Das 2007;
Kumar & Chattopadhyay 2013). However, if these jets are
accelerated by radiation from the disc then the terminal
speed achieved is ∼ 0.3 (Kumar et al. 2014)! Even if there
is no radiation driving, then shock oscillation can power
jets to around ∼few×0.1 (Lee et al. 2016). In the present
paper, consideration of relativistic equations of motion in
Kerr metric, relativistic EoS and obtaining the VZS from
the accretion disc, all have contributed in obtaining termi-
nal speeds that are atleast an order of magnitude faster
(compared to jets in pseudo-Newtonian regime), even for
thermally driven jets. Moreover, in this paper we have only
studied the electron−proton jets, which are heavier. A finite
proportion of electron−positron pair might be conducive for
radiative or magnetic acceleration to much higher terminal
speeds. Infact, radiation momentum deposition from lumi-
nous discs onto a jet composed of protons, electrons and
positrons can very well accelerate jets to terminal speeds in
excess of 90 percent of light speed (e. g., fig. 11 of Vyas et al.
2015). Therefore, investigation of radiative acceleration of
self-consistent jets from accretion discs around Kerr BHs, in
the footsteps of Kumar et al. (2014), should yield encourag-
ing results.
In this paper, we studied the jet solutions ejected from
the accretion disc. In all our previous studies of accretion-jet
system around a non-rotating BH, we found only monotonic
jet solution. In this paper, we find all possible solutions for
jets too. Therefore, not only we have strong jets that become
transonic very close to the BH or shocked jets or weak jets
that become transonic at large distances, but also bound jet
solutions. That means there may be accretion shocks but
there may not be jet if the accretion disc parameters fall
in a particular part of the parameter space. The bound jet
solutions may qualify as failed jets. In this paper, we have
mapped various jet solutions in terms of the accretion disc
parameters, which will give an idea about which range of
disc parameters will generate jets and which will not.
The shock in jet is rather strong > 4, especially around
highly spinning BH. While the accretion shock becomes
stronger as it shifts closer to the BH, the shock in jet be-
comes stronger as it moves outwards. And jet begins to har-
bour shocks at as > 0.6. So detection of strong jet shocks
close to the BH and in the jet might indicate that the BH
is spinning. Moreover, the presence of shock in the jet as
well as in the accretion disc would produce hot flow around
the equatorial plane and also close to the poles too. Since
the accretion and jet shock are obtained very close to the
horizon, therefore if radiation hydrodynamics of such shocks
indeed produce soft gamma-ray tail, then it may vindicate
Laurent et. al. (2011).
One may also remember that there are few studies of
particle acceleration in accretion disc shocks (Le & Becker
2007; Lee & Becker 2017). With the presence of strong
shocks both in accretion (R >∼ 3) and jets (Rj >∼ 4), it
would be worthwhile to study particle acceleration in such
accretion−ejection system, especially around highly spin-
ning BH.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF h2p
The tangent on jet streamline at any point can be expressed
as
xp = mrjsinθj + ci, (A1)
where m = (1 − rjtanθjθ′j )/(tanθj + rjθ
′
j) and ci are
the slope and intercept, respectively. We calculate θj =
sin−1
([
−s−
√
s2 − 4Z2φa2s
]
/2a2s
)1/2
and θ
′
j = dθj/drj =
[s′tanθj/2]/
√
s2 − 4Z2φa2s , from equation (23). We define s =
−[a2sλjZ2φ−2asrjZ2φ+λj(r2j +a2s)2−2λ2j asrj]/(∆jλj) and s′ =
ds/drj = [−λjs∆′j + 2as(Z2φ + λ2j ) − 4λjrj(r2j + a2s )]/(∆jλj).
The basis vector along streamline is defined as
ep = (
∂rj
∂xp
)er + (
∂θj
∂xp
)eθ, (A2)
where ep = hpeˆp, er = hr eˆr and eθ = hθ eˆθ. Here, eˆp, eˆr and
eˆθ are unit basis vectors along the tangent, radial and polar
direction at a point, respectively. The magnitude of the basis
vector is written as
h2p = h
2
r
(
∂rj
∂xp
)2
+ h2θ
(
∂θj
∂xp
)2
, (A3)
where h2r = grr = Σj/∆j and h
2
θ = gθθ = Σj are Kerr metric
components. For the calculation of hp, we have taken partial
differentiation of equations (23) and (A1) with respect to xp;
we get
K2
(
∂rj
∂xp
)2
= cot2θj
(
∂θj
∂xp
)2
and cos2θj = C
2
r
(
∂rj
∂xp
)2
+ C2θ
(
∂θj
∂xp
)2
, (A4)
where Cr = [cos
2θj − r2jK′ − rjK(2 + rjK)sin2θj]/(1 +
rjK)
2, Cθ = rjtanθj[cos
2θj + rjK/(1 + rjK)], K =
s′/2(s2 − 4a2rsZ2φ)1/2, K′ = dK/drj = K(s′′ − 4sK2)/s′ and
s′′ = −2[s + s′∆′j + 2(3r2j + a2rs)]/∆j . Using equation (A4)
in equation (A3), then we get the expression of hp,
h2p =
cos2θj[h
2
r + h
2
θK
2tan2θj]
[C2r + C
2
θK
2tan2θj]
(A5)
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